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About This Game

You have levels to beat. You have body to control. But really special feature is that you can make your own animations which
aren't just visual like in almost all other games, but 100% physics based, so they define how you move through the environment.

Animating is relatively easy, you can make good animation in a minute, then assign it to a button and you can use it in current
level or any level you wish! However, there are also default animations from beginning.

Genre

Cybermotion is 2D platformer based on physics. Players are also able to make own unique animations that define how the robot
moves through the environment. The goal is to finish levels in time, win medals, unlock new content.

Controls

Controls are inspired by controls of real humanoid robot. You’ll switch between full body animations which are assigned to the
buttons, or you can control each limb manually. Servos in your robot are trying to follow these animations, but they have to deal

with gravity, mass and other static or dynamic objects.

Upgrades

You can add and upgrade many functions of your robot. For example you can upgrade armors, processors, servos, batteries and
more. At the beginning, you can barely walk under weight of your body. In the end you can be overpowered beast that can finish

level with just one powerful jump.
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Animation editor

Anytime, you can pause the game, make new move in animation editor, assign animation to the button and use it instantly, or in
any other level later. For example you need faster animation of getting up from the ground? Or you want to kick some ball?

Crawl through the tight hole to get something? It’s up to you.

Story

Cybermotion has no storyline. However key background is University of Cybernetics where
are few students working together in team, trying to finish their final assignment and get degree in cybernetics. They choose to
build and program robot that can move like a human in complex dynamic environment. Their Professor of Cybernetics (who is
also Professor of PE) is testing their work the hard way and gives them nothing for free. Except for some spare wires and scrap

parts...

Future Of Cybermotion
I would like to implement steam workshop for sharing user animations and levels.
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Title: Cybermotion
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Lukayson
Publisher:
Lukayson
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 10

Processor: 3 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Resolutions: 1280x720

English
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this game is great. the physics is good, it's challenging, it's fun and i cant reccomend it more, it seems like your getting the
experience of a 12 dollar game yet you can get it for only 8!

This is so far one of my favorite games and thats next to juggernauts like garry's mod and tf2. play this game.. Finally a physics
game that has some effort put into it, not just a stickman with a white background.
I only have 15 minutes into the game and I haven't even learned how to walk.
A great challenge and game is well made.. the game is really fun, and over-all challenging, but i lack the ability to delete my
game progress so that i may play smarter with my upgrades. i dont think i will play for a while until is future is added.. FAT
JUCIY YES. This game is so much fun! I have really high hopes for this game and it has a lot of good things about it, there is
only 1 negative point and that is that the language is not always 100% correct, but this doesn't affect the gameplay.. Really great
game, very enjoyable and unique experience, with the great "easy to play, hard to master" difficulty that makes most games
wonderful. Physics are also done very well and I have yet to see any physics errors.
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This is a wonderful game. The physics are really good and the levels are fun but hard. There is a level editor if you want to make
your own levels. The controls aren't too hard when you get the hang of them and if you don't like them you can change them by
animating your own. If a steam workshop is added to this game, it could add so many possibilities with sharing levels and
animations. For being an early access game it is one of the best that i have tried. I love this game and can't wait to see what it
will be like in the future.. Cybermotion is a game with lots of potential. The idea behind it is good, the gameplay is fun and
unique, and to top it all off, a game developer who is open to the community who is playing it!

I definitely recommend Cybermotion to anyone looking for a good game to spend some time playing!. its a very very good
game. gets dificult arfter a while... i played it and got stuck on a level and now i never play it anymore.. so i like the idea of the
game and i watched some people play it on youtube and i loved it! went on steam and bought it but...it keeps crashing... i tried
the other way to start it (the CPU graphics thing) and it sometimes crashes and sometimes starts but with no display of the game,
i did some troubleshooting and its not compatible with my computer so i guess i'll have to wait till my other good computer is
fixed...bummer... for now i'll tease myself by watching people play it on youtube xD. this is dark souls, but it takes place in
Boston dynamics

if you want a game that needs you to tame it, you've found a good title. also, sick roboparkour!. This game is a game that does
have potential. The games creator has more plans in the future from looking into the save location so if your wanting to get this
game just get it its 8 dollers and it is a very good game and has more in store than just the 25 levels it has atm. And more
upgrades more armors more arms more levels this is basicly a qwop metroidvania but a little bit easyier than qwop.. dificult but
really good. The Dark Souls of QWOP
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